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“ The vacation of a lifetime...for everyone else. ”
by Joshua Young
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LOGLINE
A diverse group of cruise ship employees
from around the world has to battle each other’s
idiosyncrasies, guests who’ve abandoned common
sense on land, and crazy has-been celebrity
entertainers, all-the-while trying to make this the
vacation of a lifetime for everyone else.
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SHOW OVERVIEW
“I swear this is my last contract” is such a popular phrase among crew that a bar in Cozumel, Mexico, sells
T-shirts with that saying on it. SOAKED is a comedic half-hour comedy about the behind-the-scenes life of
crew on board an aging cruise ship. From guests who are hell-bent on acting like children to crew from all over
the world partying too much and working too little, it’s amazing the ship can stay aﬂoat. I know, bad pun.
The only people who could ever survive in this ﬂoating Alice In Wonderland are our ensemble cast
of characters led by Jen, the Assistant Cruise Director, and her new protégé, Penelope, Pen for
short. These two are our X-Files Mulder and Scully or our Star Wars Han Solo and Luke Skywalker. That would
make Chris…Chewbacca. You’ll meet him later. The rest of the cast can be the heroes or villains depending on
the episode and how far the relentless guests push them overboard, mentally or physically.
Many episodes’ story arcs will start with a seemingly mundane situation that spirals out of control.
Or they will begin mid-disaster. Said disaster could be anything from: there aren’t enough eggs onboard
(the average one-week cruise goes through over 40,000 eggs) all the way to the ship about to sink. In the
end the characters, who should have learned something, never really do. But at least disaster is averted. Jen
can continue trying to rise the ranks in a male-dominated industry as Pen continues learning from Jen while
never really shedding her “small ﬁsh in an ocean” mentality. Chris is probably somewhere pranking guests.
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SHOW CROSS
Similar Comedic Styles
MEETS

MEETS
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Jennifer
Main Character - Assistant Cruise Director
●

The real person running the show.

●

Ambitious to the point of obsessive.

●

Mentor to Pen (see next page)

●

Tries to keep the insecure Cruise Director, Dave, from having daily panic attacks.

●

Thinks she loves normality but actually needs chaos in her work life.

THE CAST

Jen is a middle-management employee who does most of the work management should be doing and gets
half the credit. Although ticked about this, she won’t let it get in her way of running the ship and rising
through the ranks to one day become Cruise Director. The consistent antagonists in her life unfortunately
are both the new guests who come on board every week and her own entertainment department team. It’s
not surprising that working on a cruise ship will attract a certain type of eccentric person. And since that’s
Jen’s entire team, she has to make due with what she’s got.
Throughout season one, her main goals are to keep insane team members sane enough to work, try to keep
the guests and Chris from sinking the ratings of the cruise, and be a Yoda to her new recruit, Pen.
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Penelope
Main Character - Cruise Entertainment Staff (Rookie)
●

Complete ﬁsh out of water.

●

Insecure small-town girl looking for a mentor.

●

Wants adventure but has no idea what she’s in for.

The rookie of the ship and a ﬁsh out of water, Pen comes from a one-grain-elevator town in Saskatchewan,

THE CAST

Canada. Her humble small-town upbringing did nothing to prepare her for the zoo-like world of life on board
a cruise ship.
In season one, Pen’s small-town perspective of the world will be destroyed when she goes through a normal
six-month contract on board a cruise ship: ship almost sinking, guests trying to take over the ship, Norwalk
virus, and more. Her only oasis is Jen, who is Pen’s closest thing to a teacher and a best friend. Luckily she’ll
also have a “will-they-won’t-they” love interest with the most beautiful man that’s ever existed, Carlos.
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Chris
Main Character - Cruise Entertainment Staff
●

Son of very wealthy parents.

●

Sees the world as his personal playground.

●

Has more energy than a Red Bull.

Jen’s best friend, despite her objections, and the resident prankster of the ship, Chris’ sole purpose in life is to
have fun while proving to his rich parents how useless he is. He spends most of his days trying to get ﬁred. The

THE CAST

challenge is he has a moral compass and therefore doesn’t want others to be ﬁred in the process. He’s
essentially a paradox where he’ll make Jen’s life a living hell as well as be there for her when she needs him.
In any season, Chris’ mission in life is to prank anyone and everyone to a point of almost getting ﬁred. That’s
when he’s not trying to sleep with Carlos or Emily for that matter. He’s the young twenties some of us wish we
had been: unlimited money, zero regard for consequences, and free alcohol.
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Dave
Main Character - Cruise Director
●

Prone to anxiety attacks and overeating.

●

Son of a Navy Captain.

●

Consistently burnt-out.

A mountain of insecurity, Dave forever lives in his own self-inﬂicted disapproving world, not to mention the
disapproving shadow that is his retired Navy Captain father. When needed, however, he’ll muster up some

THE CAST

courage, but he heavily weighs on the support of his Assistant Cruise Director Jen.
Season one is going to knock Dave out. With all the crazy adventures he’ll go through, at the end of the ﬁrst
season he’ll either need to retire or give Jen the promotion into his position she so rightly deserves. Behind
this titanium layer of anxiety, however, beats the heart of a great guy who cares about his crew and will do
anything for them. So our reluctant hero will always step up and give Jen, and her protégé, Pen, whatever
they need to save the day.
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Zan - Magician
●

Egocentric.

●

He’s either 30 years old or 50. Hard to tell.

●

Minister thanks to $25 at www.ordainyourself.org

Zan has been on the same cruise ship, doing the same magic act, forever. A narcissist, he spends most of his time
telling people how great he is but never improving on the same tired magic acts. He’s reluctant to help Jen or Pen

THE CAST

whenever there is a disaster, unless there is an opportunity to be seen as the hero.

Anvi - Ship’s Filmmaker / Mad Scientist
●

Never sure if she’s building something for good or a doomsday device.

●

Probably has secret cameras hidden throughout the ship.

●

Has no moral compass at all, but we think she’s on our side.

Anvi is the resident nerd ﬁlmmaker and possible mad scientist of the ship. Her lack of morality sometimes works in
everyone’s favour and sometimes it does not. She’s always building something that ends up gaining some level of
self-awareness and might decide to kill us all. If she’s on our side, the jury’s still out on that one: she’ll be the
scientist we need to stop the ship from sinking or to control the guests. If she’s not, we’re screwed. Oh and
sometimes she ﬁlms the guests for the “cruise in review” video. That’s her actual job but she mostly ignores it.
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Emily - Social Hostess
●

Lora’s twin sister.

●

Happy and clueless.

●

Believes that acting cute is the solution to most things.

Annoyingly cheerful and incredibly naive, Emily is the exact opposite of her twin sister Lora, in every way. If we were
able to see inside her mind for ﬁve minutes, it’d be all unicorns. She is pure of heart, however, and means to do her

THE CAST

best, which is why we love her. She’s just the last person you’d call for reason or accountability.

Lora - Port & Shopping Guide
●

Emily’s twin sister.

●

A pessimist.

●

Thinks her job would be better if there weren’t guests.

Lora was born without a verbal ﬁlter and she’s pretty proud of it. Her no-nonsense demeanour, as well as a willingness
to say whatever she thinks, really throws people off when they realize they aren’t talking to her twin sister, Emily. She
loves selling but it’s hard to see where she draws the line between selling and scheming.
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Lennart - DJ
●

A Russian with a German name.

●

His mind is most likely in another dimension.

●

The strangest character in a half-hour comedy series.

Lennart is a pure enigma. It’s clear he lives in his own world and, sadly, the guests on board are subjected to it.
What should be a simple wedding, birthday party, bar mitzvah turns into a techno-funk house party that only

THE CAST

someone on drugs would be able to understand.

Carlos - Cruise Entertainment Staff (Rookie)
●

Most beautiful man in the world.

●

Sincere, humble and caring.

●

Ridiculously ﬁt.

A six-foot-two adonis of a man, Carlos’ beauty stuns even those who aren’t attracted to his gender. He’s spent his
entire life, however, working hard so others will see past his god-like features, but it’s just...really hard to. He’s
developed feelings for Pen but refuses to tell her since he wants his ﬁrst contract to go smoothly and not be
burdened with romantic complications. He may, however, lose his goal to his own Latin heart. We’ll see.
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PILOT
”TRAINING DAY”

STORYLINES
A: Jen has less than two hours to get the ship ready before new guests arrive. Which means two hours to solve everyone’s problems.
B: Pen’s ﬁrst day on a cruise ship means she’s about to be subjected to the traumatizing safety training all rookies must go through.
C: Chris has lost the second motorcycle for the disappearing motorcycle act and needs to ﬁnd it before the Welcome Aboard Show.

SYNOPSIS
It’s day one of the cruise. A day where hungover guests from last week disembark and in two hours new, fresh guests ready to get
drunk come on board. Jen’s ﬁrst priority is to get the ship ready before the guests arrive. Her second, and usually most
time-consuming priority, is to ensure that her staff do their jobs. Today is a particularly crazy day as she has to juggle two new
rookies joining her team, along with Chris’ usual pranks and blunders and a cruise director hell-bent on keeping his anxiety high.
While the clock is ticking for Jen, Pen’s day feels never-ending. A safety training ﬁlled with wood being ﬂattened by watertight doors to
simulate human arms, ﬁre hoses drenching all the newbies, and a virtual-reality simulation of disaster scenarios have all left Pen and
her fellow rookies traumatized. Luckily, through all of this, she’s been slightly distracted by a fellow rookie, Carlos, the most beautiful
Latin man to have walked the planet. Pen attempts to shed her fears during safety training in an attempt to impress the Latin Adonis.
After Chris confesses that he actually crashed the missing motorcycle into a jerk-chicken food truck in Jamaica, he reassures Jen
that it’s ﬁxed and ready for the Welcome Aboard Show. Pen and Carlos, having somehow survived safety training, are there to assist.
The grand ﬁnale magic act is actually a success! That is until the the motorcycle crumbles into a hundred pieces during the standing
ovation. Later on Pen is subjected to a right of passage, as she thinks midnight whale watching is a real thing. After being drenched
by waves and videotaped as part of the prank, she joins the rest of the staff on the bridge for a welcome aboard celebration for her
and her potential love interest, Carlos. It’s there she learns that today is not a normal day on a cruise ship. It gets worse.
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PILOT Script
Awards & Recognitions
The pilot episode has repeatedly placed in multiple screenwriting competitions, including some of Hollywood’s top
screenwriting contests. From the earliest draft to the latest, it continues to place as a ﬁnalist in Canada and the United States.

Review

"Your cold open was tense and exciting enough to grab an audience’s attention right away, and it was
funny and bizarre enough to hold their attention through to the end of the scene and the start of the
episode. An audience is going to be instantly invested in watching the episode, if only to ﬁnd out why
Pen was on the bow in the middle of a storm screaming about there being no whales. You also did a nice
job in your description of succinctly and clearly deﬁning each of your series regulars. Though we only
met most of them for the briefest of moments, it was clear through those small interactions what their
personalities are and how they will interact with one another throughout the series. It was a good idea
to make your main character, Pen, a newbie to the world of cruise ship life, as this was a nice way to also
introduce your audience to the colorful cast of characters aboard the ship and the way things work."
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EPISODE CONCEPT EXAMPLES
EPISODE 1: TRAINING DAY

EPISODE 5: THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE

A rookie from a small town who’s never seen the ocean before, a cruise
director with massive anxiety, and Chris ironically losing the magician’s
second motorcycle for the disappearing motorcycle act. Translation:
it’s a typical day for Jen. All she has to do is solve everyone’s problems
in less than two hours before the new guests arrive.

The cruise is perfect. Too perfect. There is no conﬂict at all. This has
many staff members baffled. Then they discover the “eye of the storm”
feeling they have is because they’re crossing the Bermuda Triangle. Jen
and Pen have to keep the guests unaware so people don’t freak out.
Chris, on the other hand, decides to start a pyramid scheme as tribute to
said triangle.

EPISODE 2: BINGO BAILEY
The cruise line has hired a bingo expert to train the staff on how to sell
more cards. Although her strategies seem far-fetched, everyone is
shocked when they start to work. Meanwhile, Dave is in a heated battle
with the narcissistic captain who refuses to use the ship’s stabilizers
during a particularly rocky cruise due to his annual bonus.
EPISODE 3: PIRATES OF COZUMEL PART I
While a rival cruise director’s ship is docked next to Dave’s, he orders
Jen and her team to steal supplies for what Dave calls “a bit of playful
piracy.” However, the tables turn when they discover they were being
pirated at the same time. And to make matters worse, the rival ship has
taken a hostage...Carlos!
EPISODE 4: PIRATES OF COZUMEL PART II
A rescue mission is set to save everyone’s love interest, Carlos, from the
rival cruise ship. But time is running out as the guests for both ships
are returning from their excursions. The ships can’t stay docked much
longer without being ﬁned. Carlos’ kidnapping may very well turn into a
personnel transfer if Jen doesn’t ﬁnd a way to save him in time.

EPISODE 6: DUEL OF THE MAGICIANS
A twenty-one-year-old guest wants to prove she’s the next greatest
magician in the cruise line industry. Armed with a posse and a
documentary crew, she plans on humiliating Zan! Meanwhile, a
drug-sniffing dog has run away from border security and is now hunting
both guests and crew.
EPISODE 7: THE NORWALK VIRUS
Like a classic horror ﬁlm, the Norwalk virus has infected the cruise ship.
No one is safe, and it’s only a matter of time before the virus leaves the
lower decks and begins to infect the unsuspecting guests.
EPISODE 8: T.O.P. Q.U.A.L.I.T.Y
The cruise line has just dished out a new customer-service program they
are shoving down the crew’s throat: Trust, Overcome, People, Quantum,
Appearance, Look, Individual, Team, Yes. And the crew, especially Chris,
are having none of it. Meanwhile, Pen and Carlos’ attempt to hide a
11
secret romance they’ve been having might fail as Lennart has caught
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wind of the their relationship.

SEASONS 1-3
SEASON 1 - Getting Our Sea Legs
While Pen is just trying to ﬁgure out some form of work/life balance on board a cruise ship (that’s never going to happen), Jen is doing her
best to entertain guests, kiss the butts of guest celebrity entertainers, both upcoming celebrities and has-beens, and get the crew to do
some semblance of work. That’s on a normal day. Unfortunately for her, this season will offer a wide variety of challenges: rival-ship piracy,
new company initiatives nobody wants, the Bermuda Triangle, storms at sea, and a missing drug-sniffing dog. It’s hard to stand out and get
the promotion you want to Cruise Director, when just trying to get ship life to a level of normalcy is like climbing Mount Everest. Thanks to
Jen’s somewhat supportive staff, when it’s time to save the ship ﬁguratively or literally, their half-assed attempts might do the trick.
SEASON 2 - Where No Ship Has Gone Before
After Dave’s retirement from the cruise line industry, it’s ﬁnally Jen’s time to shine as Cruise Director. Unfortunately, the cruise line has
decided her ship will be the ﬁrst on a new itinerary with all new ports of call. However, none of these “vacation destinations” are ready for a
cruise ship of thousands of guests and crew. Throughout the season, Jen will have to not only make sure the guests are having fun onboard
the ship but also see that the local businesses at every port of call step up their game and help deliver a vacation the company has
over-promised the guests. Meanwhile, things are heating up with Pen and Carlos, Chris and guests who he’s not allowed to sleep with or he’ll
be ﬁred, and Zan with...himself. Love is in the air but people are starting to forget their jobs and their discretion. With all the love-distraction
and the new ports of call, no one notices a new threat developing in the lower decks: the ship’s hull is cracked and may breach.
SEASON 3 - I’m Back
After discovering land life wasn’t for him, Dave returns, this time as Hotel Director. Jen and Dave will now be working side by side, but before
they can take on new guests, the ship is in desperate need of repair. Luckily for the crew, the engineering team has no choice but to stay
where they are to make repairs, in New Orleans. And it just so happens to be Mardi Gras. The crew can ﬁnally do what guests do to them
every week: let go of any inhibitions and party way too hard. The result will be regrettable hookups, slightly more damage done to the ship
thanks to partying, and Chris blowing a lot of his family’s wealth. After the ship is ﬁnally repaired, it’s time to set sail on another new itinerary.
But more on board drama is in store for the crew with has-been celebrity guest entertainers, rival cruise lines pranking each other, and some
1214
unforeseen weather that’ll make season three the perfect storm.

TONE
The series will be energetic, bright, and colourful. A
cruise ship offers a tremendous amount of visual
variety. From the white-and-grey engineering
decks, to the almost hypnotic lighting of the
casino lounges, to the classic golden lighting of the
dining room, the options are endless.
The show will also cover the full spectrum of
comedic visual styles and framing: from classic
vaudeville and slapstick to modern-day mix of
camera and physical comedy used by directors
such as Edgar Wright and Wes Anderson.
The pacing will be brisk and framing will support
dramatic angles at times, while at other times they
will be used as a setup for comedic moments.
Examples would be objects ﬂying into frame, past
frame, people falling out of frame, etc.
Whether the situation is happy, sad, or dark, the
musical choices will range from subtle to extreme
in order to heighten the comedy.
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THE WORLD

Guest Life

Crew Life
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SOAKED
E: joshuayoung9@gmail.com
P: +1 (416) 832-2859
Social: www.joshuayoung.com
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